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Asia's disputed islands
Japan disputes China's new air defense zone
Disputed islands: Who claims what?
STORY HIGHLIGHTS
NEW: The Japanese Prime
Minister says he is "extremely
concerned" by China's move
China released a map and
coordinates that identify its "Air
Defense Identification Zone"
The zone includes islands at the
center of a dispute between
Beijing and Tokyo
The U.S. has said the Chinese
announcement creates "risks of
an incident"

Hong Kong (CNN)  China has told the United States to butt out of
a territorial dispute with Japan in the East China Sea after
Washington warned that a military claim by Beijing to airspace in the
region raises the risk of "misunderstanding and miscalculations."
The creation of an "Air Defense Identification Zone" by China
comes amid increasing tensions between Beijing and Tokyo over
competing claims to disputed islands in the sea, which are believed
to be situated near large reserves of natural resources.
China's announcement Saturday of the zone, which it described as
an earlywarning system for selfdefense, drew a swift response
from the United States, Japan's closest military ally.

CNN looks at the main
flashpoints as tension simmers
between rival countries over a
series of scattered and
relatively barren islands.

War of words heats tensions
November 1, 2013  Updated 0042 GMT (0842 HKT)

Surprise, surprise, Japan and
China are still not getting along,
writes Jeff Kingston of Temple
University in Japan.

Japan uses YouTube in island claim
October 25, 2013  Updated 0935 GMT (1735 HKT)

Washington warned that the latest Chinese move creates
the risk of potentially dangerous miscalculations in the
sensitive region, where Chinese and Japanese ships and
planes have already been involved in tense encounters.

Chinese 'air defense zone'

"This unilateral action constitutes an attempt to change
the status quo in the East China Sea. Escalatory action
will only increase tensions in the region and create risks
of an incident," U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry said.
"We have urged China to exercise caution and restraint, and we are
consulting with Japan and other affected parties throughout the
region," Kerry said. The United States has thousands of troops
stationed in Japan as part of a security treaty between the two
allies.
'Inappropriate remarks'
But Chinese officials dismissed the U.S. comments as unjustified
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Japan is using YouTube to
bolster assertions of ownership
over islands also claimed by
neighboring China and South
Korea.

Chinese gamers mimic island fight
August 6, 2013  Updated 0100 GMT (0900 HKT)

In "Glorious Mission Online,"
China's first online game co
developed by the People's
Liberation Army and released
to the public, players join the
ranks of the country's military
to take on the enemy.

Can China, Japan avoid clash in 2013?
While the past should not be
forgotten, neither should it be
allowed to replay itself in an
endless, selfdestructive loop,
says Brian P. Klein.
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interference.

How U.S. can help avert Asia crisis
America's power and purpose
are in jeopardy if the world's
three largest economies
cannot step back from the
brink, writes Patrick Cronin.

American criticism of the air zone announcement is "completely
unreasonable," Col. Yang Yujun, a Ministry of National Defense
spokesman, said Sunday.
The United States should stop taking sides on the issue, cease
making "inappropriate remarks" and not send any more "wrong
signals" that could lead to a "risky move by Japan," he said.

Why Asia is arguing over islands
Although claims of occupation
and administration stretch back
centuries, all of the disputes
exist, to some extent, as
legacies of imperial Japan's
expansion through East Asia.

Beijing demands that the United States respect Chinese national
security, stop making "irresponsible remarks" about the air defense
identification zone and make "concrete efforts" for peace and
stability in the AsiaPacific region, Yang said.

Opinion: China won't turn other cheek
The Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs said it had lodged a
representation with U.S. Ambassador Gary Locke asking the United
States "to correct its mistakes immediately."

November 15, 2012  Updated 0854 GMT (1654 HKT)

China uses perceived
provocations as a chance to
change the statusquo in its
favor, writes Stephanie Kleine
Ahlbrandt.

READ: How Japan is using YouTube in islands dispute
Dispute escalates

Dispute may lead to 'Asia's Palestine'
November 28, 2012  Updated 1533 GMT (2333 HKT)

China warns Japan over military exercises

Disputed islands buzzing with activity

The dispute over the islands  known as the Senkaku
Islands by Japan and the Diaoyu Islands by China  has
strained relations between the two East Asian countries.
The islands are close to strategically important shipping
lanes and their surrounding waters are full of rich marine
life.
The Chinese defense ministry said the new air zone was
not directed toward a specific country. But it released a
map and coordinates that show the zone covers most of
the East China Sea, as well as the islands.
It declared that aircraft in the area must report their flight
plans to China, maintain twoway radio and clearly mark
their nationalities on the aircraft.

Clinton: Diplomacy to end land disputes

Why is Japan feuding over islands?

And it warned that its armed forces "will adopt defensive
emergency measures to respond to aircraft that do not
cooperate in the identification or refuse to follow the
instructions."
China's declaration is "definitely a net escalation in the
dispute" with Japan, said Stephanie KleineAhlbrandt,
director of AsiaPacific programs at the U.S. Institute of
Peace.
"It makes it more likely that jets will be scrambled," she
said. "An aerial encounter carries a much higher risk
because of the faster timings involved" than in a maritime
encounter.
'Profoundly dangerous'

AntiJapanese protests erupt in China

Southeast Asia's top diplomat
has warned that the South
China Sea disputes risk
becoming "Asia's Palestine" a
violent conflict that destabilises
the whole region.

Can both sides back off peacefully?
September 20, 2012  Updated 1045 GMT (1845 HKT)

The temptation of patriotic
blustering is hard for either side
to resist, but both countries
have a lot to lose, writes
Jeffrey Kingston.

Most Popular
Today's five most popular stories

4 more school employees charged in Steubenville
rape case
10 best cities for a winter vacation
Meet the disfigured man whose embrace with
Pope Francis went viral
A tourist at home: Louvre director JeanLuc
Martinez goes undercover
Thai PM Yingluck Shinawatra faces noconfidence
motion

More from CNN Video

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said Monday he is
"extremely concerned" about the Chinese
announcement.

Man dies after diving record
attempt

"It unilaterally changes the status quo in the East China Sea and
escalates the situation," Abe said. "It is a profoundly dangerous act
that may cause unintended consequences in the area."

Baby dolphin 'happy dances'
after rescue

Tokyo "cannot accept at all" that the Chinese air zone claim
includes the disputed islands, which Japan considers "an inherent
part" of its territory, a Japanese foreign ministry statement said.
The Japanese government said has made "strong protests" to
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Israel: Bad Iran deal 'will lead to
war'

The Beatles celebrate 50th U.S.
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Beijing, summoning the Chinese ambassador to the foreign
ministry.
Chinese officials appeared unimpressed by the Japanese
complaints.
Tokyo's remarks are "utterly groundless and China won't accept
them," Yang said, observing that Japan had set up its own air
defense identification zone in the 1960s.
He reiterated Beijing's claim to the disputed islands and said its
determination to ensure sovereignty over them was "unwavering."
Defense ministry officials have made "solemn representations" on
the matter to the Japanese Embassy in China, he said.
The South Korean government also expressed regret Sunday over
the Chinese announcement, saying the new air defense zone
partially overlaps with its territory, the South Korean news agency
Yonhap reported.

More from CNN
California man pulled off plane in
North Korea, detained, son says

Indian police arrest 3 in gang
rape of American woman

Seal gives shark the slip in great
white photo

From Around the Web
The City of Istanbul Undergoing a
“Pharaonic” Project
ThinkAdvisor
LongerTerm Deal With Iran
Faces Major Challenges
The New York Times

'Misunderstanding and miscalculations'
Recommended by

The Chinese defense ministry has said it began patrols of the air
zone on Saturday.
Japan's defense ministry said two Chinese planes came within
miles of its airspace, prompting authorities to scramble Japanese
fighter jets.
It's the second time this month that Japan has launched fighter jets,
alleging Chinese planes appeared to be closing in on its air space.
READ: Chinese plane lets gamers fight over islands
U.S. Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel called the move by China
an attempt to destabilize the status quo in the region, saying it
"increases the risk of misunderstanding and miscalculations."
"This announcement by the People's Republic of China will not in
any way change how the United States conducts military operations
in the region," Hagel said.
U.S. and Japanese forces are due to hold joint naval exercises this
week off Okinawa  a few hundred kilometers from the disputed
islands.
Competing claims
The longrunning disagreement over who owns the islands
intensified between Japan and China in the second half of 2012.
Protests erupted in China after Japan announced it had bought
several of the disputed islands from private Japanese owners. The
deal was struck in part to prevent the islands from being bought by
the controversial Tokyo governor Shintaro Ishihara, who had called
for donations for a public fund to buy them.
READ: Asia's disputed islands  who claims what?
China was outraged, as were groups of its citizens who protested
violently in several Chinese cities, calling for boycotts of Japanese
products and urging the government to give the islands back.
In December 2012, the dispute escalated further when Japan
scrambled fighter jets after a Chinese plane was seen near the
islands. That situation has recurred repeatedly since, and China's
latest announcement makes it likely it will keep happening.
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At sea, Chinese ships have frequently entered contested waters
despite warnings from the Japanese Coast Guard.
China says its claim extends back hundreds of years. Japan says it
saw no trace of Chinese control of the islands in an 1885 survey, so
formally recognized them as Japanese sovereign territory in 1895.
Japan then sold the islands in 1932 to descendants of the original
settlers.
The Japanese surrender at the end of World War II in 1945 only
served to cloud the issue further.
The islands were administered by the U.S. occupation force after
the war. But in 1972, Washington returned them to Japan as part of
its withdrawal from Okinawa.
Taiwan, which Beijing regards as a breakaway province, also lays
claim to the islands.
Explainer: Why China's new air zone incensed Japan, U.S.
CNN's Jethro Mullen reported from Hong Kong and Chelsea J. Carter from Atlanta.
CNN's David McKenzie, Yoko Wakatsuki, Katie Hunt, Barbara Starr and Tom Dunlavey
contributed to this report.
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• a day ago

If China does not back out we will send Miley Cyrus.
I mean it.
1236

17

• Reply • Share ›

Andrewmag166

Keksii • a day ago

We could send Dennis Rodman too
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497

16
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goprodious

Andrewmag166 • a day ago

Palin would be the best. She could talk about the troops and about
how they took away the Japanese's guns etc.
132

24

• Reply • Share ›

cujo56

goprodious • 20 hours ago

If she can see Russia from her window, then I'm guessing
she can see China from the end of her driveway.
171

22

• Reply • Share ›

Putin the Terrible

cujo56 • 18 hours ago

It actually is possible to see the very tip of Russia from
Alaska - that's not a lie. I'm democrat and I don't like her
but it is very possible and there are at least 2 National
Geographic documentaries showing that.
124

6

• Reply • Share ›

cheapseats2

Putin the Terrible • 17 hours ago

Much respect to you sir. It takes a big person to admit the
facts when this misinformation has been used for years to
smear someone.
90

2

edgeof 2

• Reply • Share ›

cheapseats2 • 17 hours ago

excepting that even if she could see China from Alaska,
what does that have to do with her command of
international affairs as she was implying by her statement.
42

5

J-Man

• Reply • Share ›

edgeof 2 • 17 hours ago

The truth is that Alaska has some dealing with Russia.
Fishing grounds etc. And p.s., you are off topic.
28

1

edgeof 2

• Reply • Share ›

J-Man • 17 hours ago

p.s. and so are you off topic, lol, in reply. Yes, there are
dealings with Alaska and Russia. still was a lame comment
by Palin to suggest she has a command of international
affairs because she could see Russia from Alaska. now
back on topic.
p.s.p.s. you got a big job ahead of you as there are a lot of
comments off topic :)
19

4

• Reply • Share ›

FortRandallAK

edgeof 2 • 14 hours ago

Off the tip of the Seward Peninsula is Little Diomede Island,
which is in Alaska. From there, you can see Big Diomede
Island, which is in Russia. Palin had as much command of
international affairs as Obama did at that time. It was Fey
who said she could see Russia from her window.
16
me

• Reply • Share ›

edgeof 2 • 3 hours ago

i believe the correct expression is p.p.s. not p.s.p.s.
1

• Reply • Share ›

Samford Washington

edgeof 2 • 12 hours ago

a
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Eileen Kuch

J-Man • 12 hours ago

That's right. Isn't the topic about the disputed islands Senkaku by Japan; Daiyou by China? What does Alaska
and Russia have to do with this dispute? Apples and
oranges, anyone?
9

1

iontech

• Reply • Share ›

Eileen Kuch • 5 hours ago

The Russians have the 4 northern islands that Japan also
claims. Japan seems to claim anything everything that is an
island. Before you know, they will claim the British aisle is
also theirs. You are right apples and oranges. The only
question is : what the hell's got to do with us? I ain't going
to send our boys to die for Japan just because they want
some damn islands. Ask my father in law. He was one in the
army and was one of the Pearl Harbor survivors!!! And now
we want to have our boys die for them just because they
want some islands that don't even belong to them? Smart.
4
me

1

• Reply • Share ›

iontech • 3 hours ago

what?? Where do you see anything about 'our boys' going
to fight???? You some kind of stupid. Apparently you
missed the comments by US officials about not escalating a
difficult situation. Mainly that we don't want a war between
china and japan. Maybe you should try READING not just
basing everything in the world on your father's WWII
experience. It's called growing up!
1

• Reply • Share ›

Echo Lee

me • 2 hours ago

It is Japan who intensified relationship first
1

2

Mark Ko

• Reply • Share ›

Eileen Kuch • 10 hours ago

You are right, Eileen. This is the dispute between China and
Japan. So, the United States, stay out of this! It's none of
your business!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8
me

7

• Reply • Share ›

Mark Ko • 8 hours ago

Do you have even the slightest grasp of the concept of
"allies"?
12

1

nicknirm

• Reply • Share ›

me • 8 hours ago

He is Chinese, DUH
3

• Reply • Share ›

geo1671

me • 2 hours ago

Yes I do! Speaking of allies,here is unspeakable history-USA was an ally of Nazi Germany up until 1940,which funded
it's military since WWI.Same time supporting
France/England which declare war on Germany 1938
Warning to Japan: Uncle Scam can not be trusted
1

1

• Reply • Share ›

freemason2112

Mark Ko • 3 hours ago

Uh you aw so wight. Amewica you muss stay out of Asia
affaiws. You no needed in Asia. Let chineeee peopre take
ova Japan peopre. We become one big famiry..
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ova Japan peopre. We become one big famiry..
2
jim

1

• Reply • Share ›

J-Man • 16 hours ago

Good post - don't fret, there are many who have an
irrational hatred of those that disagree with them. They can't
let go of G.W. and Palin. They are off topic because they
can not grasp reality it's called liberalism - a mental disease.
It's ok for the qualified community agitator to visit 57 states
with a few to go?
26

10

guest

• Reply • Share ›

jim • 15 hours ago

Like your apparently irrational hatred of the current
President? When pointing out errors, it's best not to decline
into hypocrisy.
13

3

• Reply • Share ›

cheapseats2

guest • 12 hours ago

Since when is a President immune to criticism? Do we need
to treat Obama with some type of special kid gloves?
7

• Reply • Share ›

Mark

cheapseats2 • 9 hours ago

No, but it goes both ways.
1

2

Marcel333

• Reply • Share ›

guest • 12 hours ago

Not hatred, just mentioning his lack of knowledge :) Wish to
answer in "Austrian" :)
3

• Reply • Share ›

rabbiVo

Marcel333 • 9 hours ago

The issue here is not about the USA.
The issue here is about the unprovoked aggression of the
chinese communists in arbitrarily claiming territories of
sovereign nations in utter disregard of international law.
communist red china while currently following the same
pattern of aggression unleashed by Nazi Germany and the
Empire of Japan that started World War II, should take note
of what happened in the end . Godless aggressors will never
win and will be severely punished by Divine Justice.
What the chinese communists are missing is that they think
that they can get away with their dishonest, immoral, unfair
and
unjust methods of advancing their agenda of global
domination.
The godless ideology of the chinese communists blinds
see more

13

2

• Reply • Share ›

forgotmymilk

rabbiVo • 8 hours ago

You are so ignorant and crazy!
2

2

rabbiVo

• Reply • Share ›

forgotmymilk • 8 hours ago

True Americans should be aware of chinese communist
spies
who have taken advantage of our open society and are
residing here in the USA.
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residing here in the USA.

These chinese communist spies, pretending to be
Americans will attempt to influence American public opinion
to go against itself.
True Americans should not listen to them. True Americans
should listen only to the True Call to affirm , protect and
defend the best interests of the USA, the mightiest,
wealthiest, most powerful nation on earth.
To the chinese communist spies who are living here in the
USA and enjoying the benefits and freedoms here in the
USA and yet without shame, are against the USA, Why are
you here in the USA? Why don’t you go back to china?
In their envy and greed, the chinese communists can cheat ,
lie and steal in the worst way they want, but the chinese
communists will never win against the divinely appointed
global
dominance of the USA, the wealthiest, most powerful nation
on earth.
Long live the USA. God bless America.
5

1

Arkudel

• Reply • Share ›

rabbiVo • 6 hours ago

I have learned from observation that people who capitalize
random words in sentences, especially the word "true" or
"truth" are quite often psychotic and blinded by that very
thing.
3

• Reply • Share ›

Progress First

rabbiVo • 7 hours ago

"wealthiest"
Oh ok, thats why the government shut down. The Federal
Bank is the wealthiest, the country however, is not. Wealth
only means a thing after debt is subtracted. And it doesn't
even have the highest GDP in the world. Its not even in the
top three. Its just an illusion of wealth.
2

• Reply • Share ›

rabbiVo

Progress First • 7 hours ago

The USA is still the best place to invest in the entire world.
Japan has bought more than 1 Trillion dollars of US
treasuries and is humble about it and remains a steadfast
ally of the USA.
The USA can easily buy back even more than 1 Trillion
dollars of treasuries and still remain the wealthiest, most
powerful nation on earth.
The hype that china owns the US is false. Of the 16 trillion
dollar US public debt,
68.9% is owed to American citizens and
American institutions
24.8% is owed to other countries(Japan, UK,
Brazil, mideast countries) excluding china.
7% only is owed to communist china.
Japan, actually also holds approximately 7% (1 trillion
dollars +) of the US debt but is humbly quiet about it and
remains a steadfast ally of the USA.
edition.cnn.com/2013/11/25/world/asia/china-japan-disputed-islands/index.html?hpt=hp_t2
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communist china should pay 100 trillion dollars to the USA
for all the technology , software, etc. that the communist
chinese spies and agents shamelessly pilfered, stole and
pirated from the USA.
4

1

• Reply • Share ›

David Wong

rabbiVo • 2 hours ago

yes the American People are the ones owed the most
money from their government around 11 trillion dollars....
look at you trying to pretend the American people are going
to let their government rip them off and default on their
debt....
you need to type in Argentina, and find out how they were
unable to issue new debt less it be seized by the courts for
8 years...by just a small hold out group of creditors holding
30 billion in debt
find out how US courts allowed the seizure of sovereign
assets
you just think legal action, class action happy Americans are
going to be fine with getting ripped off and not seek legal
action
btw you can type a search in for this too
60% of Our Knowledge Originated in China
Remarkable History of Chinese Invention:
China Erased From Western Memory
2

• Reply • Share ›

frp31567

David Wong • an hour ago

There's a difference between borrowed and stolen.
• Reply • Share ›

alpage48

rabbiVo • 6 hours ago

And the USA should pay an equal amount to China for the
gun powder, compasses, paper, etc.
3

1

rabbiVo

• Reply • Share ›

alpage48 • 6 hours ago

chinese communists are shamelessly dishonest and have
zero integrity and zero honor.
chinese communists have stolen:
1. sovereign rule from the chinese people
2. territories from sovereign nations in West Philippine Sea,
India, Tibet and East Turkestan.
3. money by currency manipulation and swindling of foreign
companies investing in china.
4. technology from the west and the US.
Yet,even the chinese communist leaders and their sons and
daughters want to immigrate to the USA.
The USA should stop admitting chinese immigrating from
red china.
see more
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desertvoice

Progress First • 7 hours ago

All wealth in the era of computers is illusion, for the real
numbers are difficult to measure in hard gold. Speaking of
wealth, I wonder how wealthy China really is. People
entertained exact same thoughts in the 30's about Nazi
Germany. They asked themselves, how wealthy Hitler really
is. They asked because Hitler was printing untold amount of
Deutsche marks, in order to build the largest war machine in
the world from nothing. His rational was: "it must be done,
to confront the Jewish-communist threat". One wonders, is
not China today like that? China, like Hitler, invests immense
amount on infrastructure and armaments, on credit, arguing,
that "it must be done"! Is history repeating itself while the
world historians hibernate? Incidentally, statistically, in those
fateful early 30's, Hitler, as if with a magic wand, multiplied
almost instantly the work force sevenfold, and became an
idol for the Germans, overnight!
1

• Reply • Share ›

forgotmymilk

rabbiVo • 4 hours ago

We don't need you to tell us that one country has spies in
another country. When it comes to international politics,
that's just so common. I'm sure CIA has more spies in
across the globe than any other countries.
You are living in a dream world, but that doesn't make you
right to be arrogant, and ignorant. Don't tell me you have no
idea that American troops killed hundreds of of thousands
of innocent people in middle east, even more in other areas
of the world throughout your bloody history, all in the name
of defending your interests and maintain world peace. But
you Americans live in North America, why don't you stay at
home and watch your movies and cartoons? Why would
you rather go out to kill all around the world?
Being evil has a price to pay, sooner or later. No matter how
much you pray to the God. Someday, you shall face your
judgement for all the sins you've committed.
2

1
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Echo Lee

forgotmymilk • 2 hours ago

Bravo!
1

1

• Reply • Share ›

frp31567

forgotmymilk • 13 minutes ago

Sin? Look in the mirror...nobody is saint. But at least the
lesser one. When there's trouble, nations ask for America.
Yet they despise this Great Nation. Whenever there's
calamity, who goes immediately to lend a hand? United
States of America! You see, nations tend to envy a tree that
bare good fruits abundantly . Although there are some
rotten ones. But overall it is a Good Tree.
• Reply • Share ›

Tsogoo D

rabbiVo • 6 hours ago

Did you write it from mental clinic? But I agree with your
'independent country', but I couldn't agree your stupid
jewish fairy tale, wealthiest, powerful, most divine, blah blah
blah.... You are worthless dumb christian.
1

1
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Tsogoo D • 6 hours ago

chinese communist spies living here inthe USA are envious
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chinese communist spies living here inthe USA are envious
of the USA.
Hey communist china, without the USA, who will you copy
and steal from? Make no mistake about this, communist
china, your arrogance and hubris is coming to an end. If
you, communist china will not humble yourself and repent
this year, your terrible downfall will crush you soon next
year.
1

2

• Reply • Share ›

Tsogoo D

rabbiVo • 6 hours ago

Do think I am chinese? You dumb christian. Because I write
it from Europe. Blind, hatred, worthless....
1

1
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Bayard Sartoris

rabbiVo • an hour ago

An individual in the U.S. defense establishment told me a
few months ago that there are so many Chinese spies in the
U.S. that the FBI cannot keep track of them. The Chinese
continually show that they are as much a threat to the world
now as Nazi Germany was in the 1930s. Will it take the
sinking of an aircraft carrier by a Chinese anti-ship missile to
wake Americans up? Probably.
• Reply • Share ›

beowulf20

forgotmymilk • an hour ago

Actually it's the truth Forgotmymilk. Apparently you
"Forgetthehistory" that China has done to it's neighbors in
the last 55 years or so.
1
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David Wong

rabbiVo • 4 hours ago

nice speech as the USA killing people in Afghanistan,
Pakistan, Philippines, Yemen, Somalia, and who knows
where else....
1

1
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frp31567

David Wong • 6 minutes ago

Killing what? You are defending the Terrorists!!!! The drones
are justifiable, but car bombing, acid throwing, etc are works
of evil. And you are ProEvil.
• Reply • Share ›

j0eschm0e

guest • 9 hours ago

this president is a failure, plain and simple. and so are you
as to hide behind a "guest" name
1

1

Mark
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j0eschm0e • 9 hours ago

try to stay on topic, this is about China.
2
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tankeh

j0eschm0e • 9 hours ago

Yet he kicked the crap out of the best of the best the
Republicans could find in the cesspool called the GOP
3

2
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China slams 'inappropriate' U.S. remarks on island dispute with Japan - CNN.com
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